Staff Engineer Product Engineering

At a glance

Job description

Location:
Job ID:

361936

In your new role you will:

Start date:

as soon as possible

Assessment of yield performance, CpK and fail pareto for FE and BE electrical test
as well as lot on hold (LOH) assessment and disposition.

Entry level: 5+ years
Type:

Full time

Continuous support on FE / BE production topics (low yield, FAR, Focus Team,
etc.) and collaborate between cross-functional teams.

Contract:

Permanent

Drive cost improvement projects / yield improvement / ratio (TIR, TTR).

Apply to this position online by following the
URL and entering the Job ID in our job search.
Alternatively, you can also scan the QR code
with your smartphone:

Innovate product engineering tools to automate data extraction, analysis and
visualization of yield and product parameters or LOH.
Actively participate in COP PRE or COP CV community and provide sharing with
the worldwide PRODUCT community.

361936

Technical team lead and Subject Matter Expert (SME) where applicable.

Job ID:

Develop & drive innovation on Product Development tasks, including statistical
data analysis methods, ratio and cost-saving approaches.

www.infineon.com/jobs

Demonstrate measurable impact on business line/functional area business
value.
Gives technical guidance & coaching on product engineering related topics and
tasks.
Demonstrates technical understanding, establishing reasonable impact in
product engineering field via active knowledge transfer and best practice sharing
together with the capability to solve complex problems.

Profile
You are best equipped for this task if you have:
Masters/Bachelor’s Degree in Engineering (Electrical / Electronics /Physics /
Microelectronics / Semiconductor Technology).
More than 5 years of experience in Semiconductor Testing and familiar with
Power & Mixed Signal Automated Test Equipment (ATE).
Experience in lab bench measurement equipment (oscilloscope ,multimeter,
function generator, source-meter).
Experience with basic programming knowledge (e.g. Visual Basic, C++and/or
LabVIEW).
Knowledge of semiconductor product test/burn in flow, and ATE test concept.
Proven ability to segregate yield detractor root causes by product design margin,
fab excursion/ variation, test margin/ instability &operational inefficiency.
Independent, resourceful and takes initiative.

Independent, resourceful and takes initiative.
Able to communicate effectively to engineers of different technical backgrounds.
A highly motivated team player with good analytical and problem-solving skills
and a strong drive to excel.

Why Us
Part of your life. Part of tomorrow.
Infineon is a world leader in semiconductor solutions that make life easier, safer, and
greener. Our solutions for efficient energy management, smart mobility, and secure,
seamless communications link the real and the digital world.
Infineon Technologies (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd, with its 8.000 employees, is the largest
manufacturing site of Infineon. The company has established itself as a leading
manufacturing site for Power Semiconductors, Logic Semiconductors, Discrete and
Sensor Products. We are committed to increasing productivity, on-time delivery and
providing customized solutions while maintaining the highest level of product quality.
The success of Infineon Melaka is evidenced by eleven National Awards received from
the Prime Minister’s Office as well as 15 corporate awards.

